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ABSTRACT. This study presents an approach for fault detection and classification in a DC drive system.
The fault is detected by a classical Luenberger observer. After the fault detection, the fault classification
is started. The fault classification, the main contribution of this paper, is based on a representation which
combines the Subctrative Clustering algorithm with an adaptation of Particle Swarm Clustering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Fault detection and analysis is a very important strategy that is commonly employed in the in-
dustry with the purpose of allowing a cost-effective maintenance policy, keeping productivity
standards and ensuring safety. The fault analysis gives support for the design of corrective ac-
tions, system redundancies, and safety policies in order to mitigate the effects of a fault [19]. In
this paper, a fault diagnosis procedure is divided into two tasks: i) fault detection, indicating the
occurrence of some fault in a monitored system; and ii) fault classification, establishing the type
and/or location of the fault.

The literature presents several classes of strategies to deal with fault detection and isolation (FDI)
[7]. These strategies can be, in general, divided in approaches based on quantitative models [36]
and on qualitative models [34], [35].

Considering the quantitative model-based approaches (used for fault detection), many works
with different emphases have been published over the past years. Among them, the main ap-
proaches focus on knowledge of mathematical models of the plant, and are based on observers
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328 FAULT DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION IN DC MOTOR

[7], [4], [32], [31], [8], [28]. On the other hand, considering the qualitative model-based ap-
proaches (used for fault classification), focusing on the pattern analysis of the historic process
data, the main related approaches are: signed directed graphs [24], [9], [2], fault trees [16], fuzzy
systems [17],[29], [15], qualitative trend analysis [25], [18], [14], [13], mutual information [38],
neural networks [3], [11] (neural networks also can be used as observer [33], [26]), artificial im-
mune systems [22], [23], [30], Bayesian networks [39], [37] and the combination of techniques
[21], [12].

In this paper, an approach for fault detection (first step) and classification (second step) is pre-
sented. The classical Luenberger observer is used in the first step, and this information is used for
the classification system start. The idea of the second step, the main contribution of this paper, is
to deal with the fault classification in a new way, using an adaptation of Particle Swarm Cluster-
ing. To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed methodology, the problem of fault detection in a
DC Motor Benchmark Model [5] has been solved. An overview of the FDI framework proposed
in this paper is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Framework for fault detection and classification.

1.1 Contributions

In this paper is proposed an algorithm, adapted from cPSC ([27]) and denoted as New cPSC
(NcPSC), which optimizes the hit rate and the total number of groups (classes) of a data set. It is
a supervised algorithm which combines the following functionalities:

• A routine, detailed in subsection 3.2, was developed for generating the initial particle set;

• While the cPSC algorithm implements the cosine distance for computing the similarity
measure, the NcPSC uses the Euclidean distance for computing the similarity between a
particle and the input data set.

Tend. Mat. Apl. Comput., 19, N. 2 (2018)
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• A particle growing procedure, presented in Algorithm 2, was developed;

• A particle stagnation mechanism, described in Algorithm 3, was implemented.

It is important to note that the proposed functionalities may be adapted in several metaheuristics.

Paper organization. Section 2 presents and analyzes the DC Motor modeling considering the
case of different types of faults and the observer design for fault detection. Section 3 describes the
adaptive methodology based on Particle Swarm Clustering, the main contribution of this paper,
for fault classification. Section 4 shows the new proposed approach applied to the DC motor fault
classification problem. Finally, section 5 presents the concluding remarks.

2 LUENBERGER OBSERVER DESIGN FOR DC MOTOR

The DC motor benchmark model, evaluated in [5], is descripted as a drive system which consists
of two power supplies, controlled static converters, a DC motor and a mechanical load. The
system can be represented as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Representation of the DC drive system.

In Figure 2, each variable as the following:

• va is the armature voltage,

• v f d is the field voltage,

• ia is the armature current,

• i f d is the field current.

Tend. Mat. Apl. Comput., 19, N. 2 (2018)
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330 FAULT DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION IN DC MOTOR

• ωr represents mechanical rotation speed in rad/s,

• ra is the armature resistance,

• La is the armature inductance,

• r f d is the field resistance,

• L f d is the field inductance,

• ea is the counter electromotive force and is dependent of La f d (mutual inductance).

A discrete model for the DC motor is given in (2.1) and presented in [5], where ia = x1, i f d = x2

and ωr = x3. All state variables are measured, i.e., y(t) = Ix(t). x1(k+1)
x2(k+1)
x3(k+1)

=

 a1 a2(k) 0
0 a3 0

a4(k) 0 a5


 x1(k)

x2(k)
x3(k)

+
 b1 0 0

0 b2 0
0 0 d1


 va(k)

v f d(k)
TL


(2.1)

As the following: a1 = a1(ra,La) = e−
ra
La h;

a3 = a3(r f d ,L f d) = e
−

r f d
L f d

h
;

a5 = a5(Bm,Jm) = e−
Bm
Jm h;

a2(k) = a2(ra,La,r f d ,L f d ,x3(k)) = 1
r f dLa−raL f d

[La f dL f d(a3−a1)x3(k)+ raL f da1− r f dLaa3];

a4(k) = a5(Bm,Jm,x2(k)) = La f d
(1−a5)

Bm
x2(k);

b1 = b1(ra,La) =
1−a1

ra b2 = b2(r f d ,L f d) =
1−a3
r f d

d1;

d1 = d1(Bm,Jm) =− 1−a5
Bm

.

where Bm is the coefficient of viscous friction, Jm is the moment of inertia and TL is the
mechanical torque of the load.

Faults on the DC drive system may occur in: actuators (armature and field converters), plant
or process (DC Machine) and sensors (current meters and speed). The faults on actuators are:
armature converter disconnection, field converter disconnection, armature converter short circuit
and field converter short circuit. The faults in DC Machine are: armature turns short-circuit, field
turns short-circuit, ventilation system fault and bearing lubrication fault. The faults on sensors
are: armature current sensor fault, field current sensor fault and machine speed sensor fault.
Considering these fault types (see Table 1), the complete model is described in (2.2). For more
details see the full modeling in [5] and [30].

Tend. Mat. Apl. Comput., 19, N. 2 (2018)
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 x1(k+1)
x2(k+1)
x3(k+1)

 =

 kaaa1
f kaaa2

f (k) 0
0 ka f da3

f 0
a4

f (k) 0 a5
f


 x1(k)

x2(k)
x3(k)

 +

 b1
f 0 0

0 b2
f 0

0 0 d1
f


 kaakccava(k)

ka f dkcc f dv f d(k)
TL


 y1(k)

y2(k)
y3(k)

=

 kia
f 0 0

0 ki f d
f 0

0 0 kωr
f


 x1(k)

x2(k)
x3(k)

 (2.2)

where: ra
f = kca

rak f v
rara, La

f = kca
LaLa, r f d

f = kc f d
r f d k f v

r f d r f d , L f d
f = kc f d

L f d L f d , Bm
f =

k f lBm.

Table 1: Summary of DC motor system faults.

Fault
Fault Type

Affected Fault Indicator Parameter
Index Variables Parameters Values

1 Armature converter disconnection ia = 0 kaa {0,1}
2 Field converter disconnection i f d = 0 ka f d . {0,1}
3 Armature converter short circuit va = 0 kcca {0,1}
4 Field converter short circuit v f d = 0 kcc f d . {0,1}
5 Armature turns short-circuit ra and La kra ca and kLa ca [0,1]
6 Field turns short-circuit r f d and L f d kr f d c f d and kL f d c f d [0,1]
7 Ventilation system fault ra and r f d k f v

ra and k f v
r f d [1,∞)

8 Bearing lubrication fault Bm k f l [1,∞)

9 Armature current sensor fault ia kia
f {0,1}

10 Field current sensor fault i f d ki f d
f {0,1}

11 Machine speed sensor fault ωr kωr
f {0,1}

Simulations were made to show some situations of DC motor operation mode. The normal op-
eration of the machine and the four faults in the actuators were simulated and the values of the
variables are shown in Figs 3 to 7.

We obtained 4000 points (corresponding to a test of 4 seconds, as each 1s corresponds to 1000
points) and each fault occurs 2s after the beginning of the tests. In these scenarios, it is possible
to see which variables are affected after the occurrence of faults.

Tend. Mat. Apl. Comput., 19, N. 2 (2018)
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Figure 3: Simulation of the DC motor in normal scenario.
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Figure 4: Simulation of the DC motor with disconnection of the armature converter.
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Figure 5: Simulation of the DC motor with disconnection of the field converter.
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Figure 6: Simulation of the DC motor with short circuit in the armature converter.
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Figure 7: Simulation of the DC motor with short circuit in the field converter.

2.1 Observer-based fault detection

The aim of the observer-based fault detection method is to generate a residual, used for fault
indication. Considering the state space model:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t) (2.3)

y(t) =Cx(t) (2.4)

where u(t) is the input ,x(t) is the state and y(t) is the output.

The observer can be designed as follows to provide the system observability:

˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t)+Bu(t)+Le(t) (2.5)

e(t) = y(t)−Cx̂(t) (2.6)

x̂ is the estimated system state, L is the matrix of the observer feedback gains that is designed to
provide the required performance of the observer and e(t) is the output error.

Replacing (2.6) in (2.5):
˙̂x(t) = [A−LC]x̂(t)+Bu(t)+Ly(t) (2.7)

The state error is given by:
˙̃x(t) = ẋ(t)− ˙̂x(t) (2.8)

Tend. Mat. Apl. Comput., 19, N. 2 (2018)
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Replacing (2.3) and (2.7) in (2.8):

˙̃x(t) = [A−LC]x̃(t) (2.9)

The observer design results in:
lim
t→∞

x̃(t) = 0

Considering the matrices A and C of the discrete system (2.1) to A− LC, and imposing pole
placement to gain L observer, of the form:

A−LC =

 λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3


the observer gain is obtained by:

L =

 a1−λ1 a2(k) 0
0 a3−λ2 0

a4(k) 0 a5−λ3


Note: for discrete systems, the pole placement of A−LC is inside unit circle, |λi|< 1.

Figure 8 shows residuals for observer gain with λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0.3 for armature converter
disconnection.

3 ADAPTIVE APPROACH FOR FAULT CLASSIFICATION

In this section, we present the NcPSC algorithm which is an adaptation of the cPSC algorithm.
In [6] a new unsupervised mechanism based on the particle swarm optimization (PSO)[20] algo-
rithm, called Particle Swarm Clustering - PSC, is proposed for solving clustering problems. The
PSC creates a population of individuals (particles), initially randomly, where each particle repre-
sents a candidate solution which moves through the search space. Specifically for data clustering
problems, a particle identifies a cluster (or a prototype for a cluster). However, having to pass
the value of k (cluster number) to the algorithm may not be interesting. Thus, [27] developed
the cPSC(ConstructivePSC) (an adaptation of PSC) algorithm which identifies automatically the
total of groups in a set. The cPSC implements a dynamic mechanism for particles growthing
(cloning) and pruning to compute the total of groups in a set. The cloning mechanism works as
follows: i) Firstly, it computes how many data from input data set each particle represents. If it is
equal zero (or a fixed iteration number) the particle is removed from the swarm. Otherwise, it is
a candidate particle for cloning; ii) Also, if the similarity between a particle x and an input data
is greater than a constant ε , x will be cloned. The cosine metric is used to calculate the similarity
between a particle and an input data. The clone particle is positioned between the cloned parti-
cle and the most similar input data item. Finally, the NcPSC algorithm The NcPSC introduces
some functionality in the cPSC to insert supervised characteristics, since the problem deal with
classification. Next we detail each functionality implemented by NcPSC algorithm.

Tend. Mat. Apl. Comput., 19, N. 2 (2018)
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Figure 8: Residual for observer gain with λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0.3.

3.1 Concentration level and hit rate

The NcPSC implements a mechanism for growing and pruning particles based on its con-
centration level and hit rate. The concentration level of a particle p (pcl) is computed
as:

Algorithm 1: Computing CL (p, X).

1 begin
2 pcl ← 0;
3 for each Input Data ix ∈ X do
4 if p is the most similar particle to ix then
5 pcl ← pcl +1; Associate ix to p; p.Ix← p.Ix∪ ix;
6 end
7 end
8 end

p.Ix is a list associated to every particle p used for storing input data.

Tend. Mat. Apl. Comput., 19, N. 2 (2018)
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3.2 Generating initial particle set

The initial population plays a key role in terms of convergence rate and may affect the success of
an EA in finding high quality or satisfactory solutions [1]. For this reason, the NcPSC algorithm
also implements a simple mechanism for generating initial particles set: Firstly it generates a
swarm with N particles. The initial position of each particle is determined using the following
mechanism: It calculates N centroids for the training data set using the subtractive clustering
(SC) method[10].

3.3 Particle growing mechanism

The growing procedure implemented by NcPSC was proposed for generating new particles and
it is based on concentration level and hit rate values of a particle. The proposed method, detailed
in Algorithm 2, clones a particle p, resulting in a clone particle p’. A particle p is cloned if its
concentration level (p.cl) value is greater than ε1 and its hit rate (p.hh) value is less than γ1 - it
means that p concentrates many input data from more than one class (ε1 and γ1 are parameters
of NcPSC). It is noted that a particle with low hit rate worsens (or deteriorates) the final hit rate
of the swarm.

Finally, a simple mutation is performed over a dimension (chosen randomly) of the clone particle.
It is expected that clone particles present better hit rates values.

Algorithm 2: Particle growing (p, ε1,γ1).

1 begin
2 if p.cl > ε1 and p.hh < γ1 then
3 p’← p.clone();
4 RETURN p’.mutation();
5 end
6 end

3.4 Particle stagnation

A mechanism for particle stagnation was proposed for NcPSC because when choosing the most
similar particle to the input data, generally more particles move to the crowded regions of the
search space. If these crowded regions concentrate several classes, the hit rate values of the
attracted particles may be reduced.

The stagnation routine, presented in Algorithm 3, checks the concentration level and hit rate
values of a particle. It means if a particle concentration level value is above ε2 and its hit rate
value is above γ2, the particle will not move in current NcPSC iteration (ε2 and γ2 are parameters
of NcPSC).

Tend. Mat. Apl. Comput., 19, N. 2 (2018)
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Algorithm 3: Particle stagnation (p, ε2,γ2).

1 begin
2 p.stagned← False;
3 if p.cl > ε2 and p.hh > γ2 then
4 p.stagned← True;
5 end
6 RETURN p;
7 end

3.5 General structure of the NcPSC algorithm

The proposed NcPSC, detailed in algorithm 4, is an adaptation of cPSC algorithm and it has a set
of input parameters presented in the following:

• Number of particles: Variable;

• Input Data: Dataset for clustering;

• ε1 = 0.60,ε2 = 0.90, γ1 = 21 and γ2 = 15

• ω = 0.20;

• Stop condition: 20 (twenty) iterations.

The NcPSC works as: Firstly, it generates a swarm with N particles. In the next, the following
steps are executed in an ordered and repetitive manner until a termination criterion is found:

• All particles which concentration level value greater than ε2 and hit rate value greater than
γ2 are marked as stagnated (line 6);

• It identifies the most similar particle from the swarm for each item in the input data. This
particle is denoted as the winner particle (Xw). The following operations are applied over
each winner particle (It is moved):

– Its velocity is updated through expression 3.1:

Vw(t +1) = ωVw(t)+ϕ1⊗ (PBestw j(t)−Xw(t))+

ϕ2⊗ (GBest j(t)−Xw(t))+ϕ3⊗ (Yj(t)−Xw(t))
(3.1)

where Vw(t) is the particle velocity in iteration t, ω is the inertia component and
ϕ1,ϕ2 and ϕ3 are random number vectors. While PBest denotes the best (most simi-
lar) position of a particle in relation to an input data, GBest identifies the best (most
similar) particle position (from all PBest particles) in relation to an input data.

Tend. Mat. Apl. Comput., 19, N. 2 (2018)
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– Its position is updated using equation:

Xw(t +1) = Xw(t)+Vw(t +1) (3.2)

– Its pbest and pbest components are updated;

• It removes particles from swarm: All particles with concentration level equal zero are
removed from the swarm;

• It clones particles from swarm: All particles with concentration level greater than ε1 and
with hit rates less than γ1 are cloned.

Algorithm 4: NcPSC algorithm (ID, ε1, γ1, ε2, γ2).

1 begin
2 S← generate initialSwarm(ID);
3 while stop condition not satisfied do
4 for each particle p ∈ S do
5 p.cl← COMPUTE concentration level of p; p.hh← COMPUTE hit rate of p;

Particle stagnation(p,ε2,γ2);
6 end
7 for each item Yj ∈ ID do
8 Find Xw ∈ S such that Xw is the most similar particle to Yj;
9 if NOT (Xw.stagned) then

10 Update Vw using equation 3.1; Update Xw using equation 3.2; Update
Pbestw j e Gbest j;

11 end
12 end
13 S.remove particles();
14 for each particle p ∈ S do
15 Particle growing(p,ε1,γ1);
16 end
17 end
18 end

4 PROPOSED APPROACH APPLIED TO THE FAULT CLASSIFICATION IN DC
MOTOR

To investigate the main functionalities of the proposed methodology, we analyze the performance
of several algorithms which implement some functionalities (isolated or combined) of the NcPSC
algorithm. The developed algorithms with their implemented functionalities are:

Tend. Mat. Apl. Comput., 19, N. 2 (2018)
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• cPSC: The original cPSC algorithm proposed in [27];

• cPSCED: A version of cPSC algorithm which implements the Euclidean distance for
similarity measure;

• cPSCPG: An adaptation of cPSC algorithm which develops only the Particle growing
routine;

• cPSCEP: A Version of cPSCED which combines both the Euclidean distance for similarity
measure and the Particle growing mechanism;

• cPSCPS: An adaptation of cPSCEP algorithm which develops the Particle stagnation
mechanism;

• NcPSC: The proposed NcPSC algorithm which implements all mentioned functionalities.

To assess the performance of the developed algorithms they were applied to a clustering problem
of a data set with 252 operation points representing 11 (eleven) fault points (Problem with 11
classes). Each algorithm was executed 100 times and each execution performed 20 (twenty)
iterations. Some data (Larger, Smaller and average values of hit rate and total of particles) were
computed for each algorithm and the obtained results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Performance results (Hit rate and Number of particles) for the problem
generated by each algorithm.

Description
Hit Rate (%) Number of particles

Larger Smaller Average Larger Smaller Average

cPSC 88.10 41.67 73.19 172 9 54.41
cPSCED 83.73 73.02 80.99 155 76 125.76
cPSCPG 90.48 65.48 81.19 25 16 20.66
cPSCEP 96.04 76.98 86.37 24 15 19.90
cPSCPS 91.67 54.37 78.91 18 10 14.56
NcPSC 100 82.14 91.30 20 11 13.43

Some comments about the performance of the 06 algorithms are presented in the following:

• The cPSCED and the cPSC algorithms produced the worst hit rate results. Their greater
and average hit rate value are smaller than the values of the remaining algorithms. Also,
their greater and average number of particles (classes) values are worse than the values
generated by the others algorithms. In summary, the Euclidean distance mechanism is not
sufficient to produce good results in solving the proposed clustering problem;
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• When comparing the three algorithms (cPSCPG, cPSCEP and cPSCPS ), it is noted that
the cPSCEP produced better hit rate results than cPSCPG and cPSCPS algorithms. On the
other hand, the cPSCPS produced best number of particles (near or equal to the number
of classes) results than the other two algorithms (cPSCPG and cPSCEP algorithms). In
addition, the number of classes found by cPSCEP is a little better than cPSCPG;

• NcPSC was capable of providing a better clustering than all algorithms. Its hit rate (greater,
smaller and average) values better than the others algorithms. Its number of particles
(smaller and average) values are better than the results produced by the remaining al-
gorithms. It is important to comment that the NcPSC algorithm found the exact number of
classes of the proposed problem. Despite its greater number of classes value is greater than
the value found by cPSCPS algorithm, its average value is closer to the real value than the
average value produced by cPSCPS algorithm.

The results generated by the six algorithms are presented in a boxplot perspective shown in
Figure 9. Firstly, the hit rate results, illustrated in Figure 9(a), evidence the good performance of
the cPSCPG, cPSCEP, cPSCPS and NcPSC algorithms when compared with cPSC and cPSCED

methods.

Also, this perspective emphasizes the good results (both hit rate and particles number) presented
by the NcPSC algorithm when compared to the others implementations. The lower boundary
of its central box is above the upper boundary of the central box of all others implementations.
Figure 9(a) reveals that cPSCED, cPSCEP, cPSCPS and NcPSC (they developed the euclidian
distance as similarity metric) have a more homogeneous behavior than cPSC and cPSCEG algo-
rithms (both implemented the cossin distance as similarity metric). Furthermore, the symmetry
is more pronounced in cPSCEP and NcPSC implementations. The results generated by cPSCPS

algorithm, which only implements the particle stagnation mechanism, are worser than cPSCEP

results. However, a version which implements all funcionalities (NcPSC algorithm) produced
better results than all versions presented in this paper. Also, the total of particles found by each
algorithm is presented in a boxplot style (See Figure 9(b)). Again, the figure illustrates the good
results produced by algorithms cPSCPG, cPSCEP, cPSCPS and NcPSC and cPSCPG, cPSCEP,
cPSCPS and NcPSC are more homogenic and generated better results than cPSC and cPSCED

algorithms. The total of particles (classes) found by both implementations are closer to the real
context than the others algorithms.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new strategy for fault detection and classification is proposed. The strategy is
based on the classical Luenberger observer, for fault detection, associated with an adaptive ap-
proach, for fault classification. The adaptive approach for fault classification, the main contribu-
tion of this paper, is based on the Particle Swarm Clustering algorithm. This methodology has
been successfully applied to the fault detection and classification problem in a DC motor. The
simulation results presented illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Figure 9: Boxplot illustrating the performance of the six implemented algorithms.
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